
                      Programma effettivamente svolto 

 

CLASSE I B -  Indirizzo Linguistico a.s. 2019/2020 

Materia: Inglese – Docente: Prof. Morgante Irene 

CONTENUTI 

UNITS  1-5: dal 12 settembre al 4 marzo 2020 

Present simple of to be, to have got and of a common verb (positive/ negative/ interrogative form) -                  

Personal pronouns subject/ object - Wh-words - Possessive and demonstrative adjectives - There is/there              

are - Plural form - Uses of to be and to have - Nationality adjectives - Imperative form - Verbs + ing                      

form - Determiners (articles, some/ any/ no) - Adverbs of frequency - Sequencing words - Prepositions of                 

time and place - Possessive case - Double genitive - Countable/ Uncountable nouns - Unit nouns -                 

Quantifiers - Ordinal numbers - Subject/Object questions - Prepositions of movement - Present             

Continuous (positive/ negative/ interrogative/ short answers) 

Language Functions:  

Giving personal information - Talking about hobbies and interests - Expressing likes/dislikes - Asking              

about frequency- Describing daily routines - Quantifying - Expressing the time and the date - Describing                

things and places in a town - Asking for and giving directions - Describing actions in progress - Ordering                   

in a cafè/restaurant 

 

UNITS 5-7:  dal 5 marzo al 6 giugno 2020  

Active / Stative verbs - the modals Can/could - Past time expressions - Simple past of regular and                  

irregular verbs (positive/negative/interrogative form/short answers) - Comparative and superlative         

adjectives - Intensifiers - Future forms (will+base form, Present continuous, to be going to) 

  

Language Functions:  

Describing pictures - Expressing abilities - Describing jobs - Talking about preferences - Expressing              

interest - Talking about the past activities - Comparing things/people/places - Talking about the weather -                

Talking about arrangements/intentions -  Talking about holidays 
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Life skills  

Completing and producing a map 

Researching, accessing and analysing infos 

Preparing a presentation  

Reflecting on social and cultural awareness:  

-Posting and sharing photos on line 

-Understanding customs in different cultures 

 

LIBRO DI TESTO 
“Language for life A2", Ben Wetz - Oxford  

“Grammar Matrix”, F.Invernizzi, D.Villani, S.Mastrantonio - Cambridge 

Il presente programma è stato condiviso con gli alunni della classe mediante Classroom. 

 

 

 La docente 

    Prof.Irene Morgante 
  

(firma autografa sostituita a mezzo stampa ex art. 3 comma 2 D.Lgs. 39/93) 
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